
DIFFORD ALGEBRAS, MODULES, & MORITATHEORY

&objectsofinterest

Def:Given a real vector space V with

a quadratic form q on V, defore the

#algebras of (v,q) as the l-algebraIc(,q). =T(V)/(vor+a()
=Letppola be the vector space

ppta with bolwear form bCV,w) =

bare, Fan,es) =zwi-Enw: -

i
=
p+1

Nation:
· Cp,qi

=C(12P(a)

· On: =Cn,0

· C.n: =Co,n



&generators& relations presentation

09E(f)ff
+87= - 200

225
+3j3i

=281 :j &fiej +ejfi =0

Remarks-

· distinct generatory
anti-commute while the

firstpsquare to- thelastq

square to 1.

· as a vector space, Cp.q=1RP+a,
where themultiplication is "deformed"

away from the super-commutative multiplication

ofthe exterar algebra. In fact,

1R" =C(R", g=0) as algebras.

Examples:
① C. is an IR-algebra with no generators

=>G = IR.
⑥->

a

② CC, is on 1-algebra with one guerator



f, thatsquares to - I

=>a=4.
->

⑤ a
- 1
I gavator e, =1

=>C
-,E(R(x]/(x2

- 1)
C

(e.g. F+0..).
⑤
-

④ O2 : as a weeter space:1RSfifusfifz3

f,2 =-1,fz" = - 1

(fifz)
=

fiffifz =- f,2fz" =- 1

=>C2 EH.
-
④

⑤ C.,1- Mz(R)

fr- [j] Is as

isomorphism
e,- (5:] of12-algebras.
-
-



Themetre monodal category Skeet

Much ofthe structure ofdiford

algebras is best described in terms of

their natural ele-grading.

Ref.Let Sheet(super vector spaces)
bethecategory with

· ob (Sveet):1/2-graded i.weter spaces

· mor (Sveet): grading preserving
linear

maps.

· monadal structure: V = VOOV, W =Wow,

(vaw) =v.aw..v'qw)

NoW)' =vw'dv'aw

· symmetric structure: NOW-WOV
vow - c(vllwlav.

⑨
a



-
properties ofSkeet

· Sheet is a closed symmetric monodal category
with internalhau:

#on (v,W) =Fall Inear mapsNW3

graded by whether a mappreserves or

reverses the grading.

i.e. Hom(v,w) =H(,w):

· Sheet has an arched structure over

Itself which wall denote set.

· Cp,q is an algebra objectin Sweet

with/2-gradual Induced
from T(PT).

· 19V) is a commutative algebra in Sheet,

i.e. 1(V)oPhisuses
thesymmetric
structureofSweet.

· C00P = 2- n * This relatial can be
refuel

· For 1m>,0: CQCm
=On+m ↓

· For n,m30:Cn*Q-m =Cn,m



Given on algebra object As define Allod
& Modas

the categories ofleft a right

Amodules, respectively. Similarly,

AMod category ofAB bmodules. Then

Mod - Modern &
On[ Mod =

caModemModensomOnOm

Remarks
->

· Since the categones above use module objects

in Sweet, objects are [/2-graded
modules &

norphisms are grading preserving
module maps.

using sheetinstead results in categories and,

ModA, & AModis with similar relations.
<-

· Due to the above, we can exchange

a leftCln-module for a right Cmodule:

|alln)
ma

=(- 1)· aim.
-
--

Ex: Theionorphism (,1->M2(1R) =End (R")

realizes I'll as a left C,module, or as a

0.-C, bimodule.Notethe & not End.



utatheorynation for ordinary rugs
Ret:Let BRIng duotethe2-category
with rings

as objects, bimodules as

I-morphisms & bimodule maps as 2-morphisms.

AMequivalence between rings
R&SI

is an isomorphism RS inBizing

i.e. Abimodule pMs St. 7a bmodule sNa

with mMQNa=pRR & sNQMsEsSs.
->
-

clearly, a Mortenequivale induces an

equivalence ofcategories Mod
= sMod.

The converse is also true.

Thm:(Monta) If FiModIsMod, the
--[7Monta equivalence RMS.

#sketch:F(RR) is a
leftS-module. For rER,

rightmult. Is a morphism me:R- R.
Defore

F(nR)8R by X.w
=F(er) (x). /



&aboutin the graded case?

Example: Recall thebmodule ca,1R"as, Ea,.1" in
=>C.1 For40

=> C.*Om Fonta Ontm Un,mzX.

&
-

Example Let ① ERS be the octonions,
-

If xt/R8CC8, letX0- 0
be the

corresponding element. Viewing 1818 as 000,

we dete RB-End (12818) by

x +- xo
I

[po
This extendsto an isomorphism ofsuper algebras

CS EEd (1818) => COnEnCn+8
NneT

EC: #Moritaequivalence conMan, for 10-e148.
-

Before addressing the analog ofMorita theory in the

graded case, let's take a quickdetour.



&dressingvarying Clifford sign conventions

Defre a lax monodal functor

F:Sweet -> Neetgive by the

idutily functor, with lax structures

wait:B'lo dubly
molt: VoW-voW

vow- (1)
Nwvow

=>Isands algebras to algebras, in fact

F(Cen) =C-m

Additionally, Fis a strong
monodal equivalence

=>F preserves categories ofmodules

=>aMod = aMod ,

This functor F is why two presentations of

a theory involving cliffered modules using
different
---

Sign conventions can getresultswith the same signs !
->



thappened?
Recall, the construction of the Morita

bimodule sF(nR)R relied on
the fact

thatrightmultiplication by VER
is a

morphismRRn nMod.

↓ Super algebra

a Aode => ma is odd

=> ma C Hon (A,A)

AMod =Mod A =B
50 Monta

However, ton(A,A) contains odd maps, so

#m:IfA & Bare super algebras,

[theANd =pM=> AfonitaB

-m

[ (RCm/ne73 2/I
I
④ Moriare-

* I/8. This is the travergroup

ofR.


